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ABSTRACT
Network embedding has received increasing research attention in
recent years. The existing methods show that the high-order proximity plays a key role in capturing the underlying structure of the
network. However, two fundamental problems in preserving the
high-order proximity remain unsolved. First, all the existing methods can only preserve fixed-order proximities, despite that proximities of different orders are often desired for distinct networks
and target applications. Second, given a certain order proximity,
the existing methods cannot guarantee accuracy and efficiency
simultaneously. To address these challenges, we propose AROPE
(arbitrary-order proximity preserved embedding), a novel network
embedding method based on SVD framework. We theoretically
prove the eigen-decomposition reweighting theorem, revealing the
intrinsic relationship between proximities of different orders. With
this theorem, we propose a scalable eigen-decomposition solution
to derive the embedding vectors and shift them between proximities
of arbitrary orders. Theoretical analysis is provided to guarantee
that i) our method has a low marginal cost in shifting the embedding vectors across different orders, ii) given a certain order, our
method can get the global optimal solutions, and iii) the overall
time complexity of our method is linear with respect to network
size. Extensive experimental results on several large-scale networks
demonstrate that our proposed method greatly and consistently
outperforms the baselines in various tasks including network reconstruction, link prediction and node classification.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Network embedding, which has attracted increasing research attention, represents nodes by low-dimensional vectors while preserving
the inherent properties and structures of the network. In this way,
feature-based machine learning algorithms can be easily applied
for network analysis. Prior works have demonstrated that, besides
the pairwise edges, the high-order proximities between nodes are
of tremendous importance in capturing the underlying structure of
the network [3, 8, 13, 21, 23] and thus can provide valuable information for learning the embedding vectors. Therefore, a bunch of
methods have been proposed to preserve the high-order proximities
in network embedding.
Despite their success, two fundamental problems remain unsolved. First, all the existing methods can only preserve fixed-order
proximities. However, embeddings with a certain order proximity
do not necessarily perform best on all networks and target applications [3, 24]. For example, in classification tasks, classes with
different granularities often require proximities of different orders,
i.e. coarser-grained classes require higher-order proximities and
finer-grained classes require lower-order proximities [24]. We also
empirically verify the effect of the orders, as shown in Figure 5. To
incorporate proximities of different orders, the existing methods
have to rerun multiple times and compute multiple embeddings for
each node separately. For example, DeepWalk [23] sets the order
by a hyper-parameter, i.e. the pre-defined window size, and has to
rerun the algorithm from scratch each time for a different hyperparameter. Considering a more general setting where proximities
of different orders need to be preserved with different weights, such
as combining atomic proximities to form a more delicate proximity
measure as in [14], the existing methods confront even more difficulties due to their immutable incorporating of the high-order
proximities.
Second, even given a certain order proximity, it is still an open issue for the existing methods to guarantee accuracy and efficiency simultaneously. For example, a series of works [13, 23] adopt random
walks to explore the high-order proximities and use Stochastic Gradient Descend (SGD) for optimization. Since the objective function
is not convex and the number of iterations for the optimization is
usually set small to ensure efficiency, these methods cannot guarantee global optimal solutions [4]. On the other hand, network
embedding methods based on matrix factorization [3, 35] or deep
learning [34] are known to have efficiency issues. How to guarantee

accuracy and efficiency simultaneously in the case of preserving
arbitrary-order proximities is even more challenging.
In this paper, we propose AROPE1 (arbitrary-order proximity preserved embedding), a novel network embedding method based on
SVD framework. We theoretically prove the eigen-decomposition
reweighting theorem, which reveals that the intrinsic relationship
between proximities of different orders is reweighting and reordering the dimensions. With this theorem, we propose a scalable
solution to derive the embedding vectors. Meanwhile, we can shift
the embedding vectors between proximities of arbitrary orders, i.e.
efficiently getting embedding vectors of any proximity from some
base embedding vectors, even in the general setting where different
orders of proximities are arbitrarily weighted. Theoretical analysis
is provided to guarantee that i) our method has a low marginal
cost in shifting the embedding vectors across different orders and
weights, ii) given a certain order, our method can get the global optimal solutions, and iii) the overall time complexity of our method
is linear with respect to network size.
Extensive experiments on several large-scale networks with millions of nodes and edges are conducted. The experimental results
demonstrate that our proposed method greatly and consistently
outperforms the state-of-the-art network embedding methods in
several applications of network embedding, including network reconstruction, link prediction and node classification.
To summarize, the contributions of our paper are as follows:
• We propose AROPE, a novel network embedding method that
supports shifts across arbitrary orders with a low marginal cost.
• We prove the eigen-decomposition reweighting theorem to
reveal the intrinsic relationship between proximities of different
orders in SVD framework. Theoretical analysis shows that our
method can get the global optimal solutions while having a
linear time complexity.
• Extensive experimental results demonstrate the efficacy of our
method by improving the precision of network reconstruction
and link prediction by more than 100% on two large networks.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we briefly
review related works. We formulate our problem in Section 3. In
Section 4, we introduce our proposed method. Experimental results
are reported in Section 5. Finally, we summarize in Section 6.

2

RELATED WORK

Network embedding has recently become a paradigm to represent
nodes by low-dimensional vectors, aiming to bridge the gap between network analysis and machine learning techniques. Next, we
briefly review some representative network embedding methods,
and readers are referred to [8] for a comprehensive survey.
Early network embedding methods, also called graph embedding, are studied as a dimension reduction problem [36]. However,
these methods focus on the pairwise similarity. How to preserve
the high-order proximities becomes an attracting research problem
very recently. DeepWalk [23] first proposes using truncated random
walks to explore the high-order proximities and utilizes the skipgram model [20] to derive the embedding vectors. LINE [30] takes
a similar idea but sets the walk length as one with an explicit objective function. Node2vec [13] is further proposed with potentially
1 The

code is available at http://nrl.thumedialab.com/

biased random walks for more flexibility. As shown in [4, 25], these
random walk based methods are equivalent to factorizing highorder proximity matrices. By using efficient optimization methods
such as Stochastic Gradient Descend (SGD) [30], these methods are
more scalable than some matrix factorization methods, but cannot
guarantee the global optimal solutions.
On the other hand, explicit matrix factorization methods are
also adopted for preserving the high-order proximities. GraRep [3]
directly applies SVD to high-order proximity matrices and achieves
good performance. Non-negative matrix factorization is applied in
[35] to preserve the high-order proximity as well as the community structure of the network. However, both methods suffer from
scalability issues and cannot be applied to large-scale networks. To
address the efficiency problem, [4] introduces a unified framework
for preserving high-order proximities and proposes a sparsification
technique to speed up the SVD method. Another approximation
technique is introduced in matrix factorization in [38]. Despite their
remarkable improvements, these methods still cannot guarantee the
global optimal solutions. One exception to this dilemma is HOPE
[21], which uses generalized SVD to preserve high-order proximities in directed networks with a linear time complexity. However,
it requires a special form of the high-order proximities. Actually,
the objective function of HOPE is a special case of our method
by setting the order as infinity and weights to be exponentially
decaying (see Definition 3.1). Except that, HOPE cannot preserve
proximities of other orders or shift across different orders.
Deep learning method is also studied in preserving the highorder proximities. SDNE [34] first considers the high non-linearity
in network embedding and preserves both the first and the second
order proximities using a deep auto-encoder. However, SDNE can
only preserve the first two order proximities. Besides, it also has
efficiency issues.
How to incorporate side information in network embedding is
also explored. For example, [5, 9] introduce metapaths into embedding heterogenous information networks to handle node types.
Node attributes and node labels are incorporated into network embedding in [17, 37] and [22, 32, 39] respectively. Dynamic network
embedding [19, 41, 42] further considers the evolving characteristic
of networks. DHNE [33] extends SDNE to preserve the indecomposability in hyper-networks. In this paper, we focus on the most
fundamental case that only the static network structure is available.
To summarize, how to guarantee efficiency and accuracy simultaneously in preserving the high-order proximities largely remains
open in the literature. In addition, the existing methods can only
preserve fixed-order proximities and cannot shift across orders.

3 PROBLEM FORMULATION
3.1 Notation
Suppose we have a network G with N nodes and M edges. We
use A to denote the adjacency matrix. A (i, :) and A (:, i) stand for
its i th row and column, respectively. A (i, j) is the weight of the
edge between nodes i and j. In this paper, we mainly consider
undirected networks, so A is symmetric and A (i, j) = A (j, i). A (i, j)
is 0 or 1 for unweighted networks, and any non-negative number for
weighted networks. AT denotes the transpose of A. Throughout the
paper, we use bold uppercase characters to denote matrices and bold

lowercase characters to denote vectors, e.g. X and x respectively.
Functions are marked by curlicue, e.g. F (·).

4 AROPE: THE PROPOSED METHOD
4.1 Problem Transformation

3.2

To solve the SVD problem in Eqs. (2)(3), we first transform it
into an eigen-decomposition problem. Denote the top-d eigendecomposition of S as [Λ, X], where Λ ∈ Rd ×d is a diagonal matrix
of eigenvalues in descending order of the absolute value, X ∈ RN ×d
and each column corresponds to an eigenvector. [Λ(i, i), X(:, i)] , 1 ≤
i ≤ d is also referred as an eigen-pair. Then, SVD and eigendecomposition are related by the following theorem.

Arbitrary-Order Proximity Preserved
Network Embedding

Definition 3.1 (High-Order Proximity). Given the adjacency matrix A of an undirected network, a high-order proximity is defined
as a polynomial function F (·) of A:
S = F (A) = w 1 A + w 2 A2 + ... + wq Aq ,

(1)

where q is the order and w 1 , ..., wq are the weights. Note that we
refer a proximity of order q as the weighted combination of all
the orders from the 1st to the q t h , rather than the q t h order alone.
We allow q = +∞ if the summation converges. We will assume
that w i ≥ 0 for ∀ 1 ≤ i ≤ q, following the previous works. When
different high-order proximities are referred, we use subscripts to
distinguish, e.g. Fi (·).

Theorem 4.1. For any symmetric matrix S, ∀ 1 ≤ i ≤ d, we have:

The previous work has shown that many state-of-the-art network embedding methods explicitly or implicitly preserve this highorder proximity [4, 25, 38]. It is worth mentioning that some work
shows that an additional non-linear wrapping function is important
[4], while other work demonstrates that the extra function has a
limited effect [38]. We do not consider the wrapping function in
this paper and leave it as the future work.
The adjacency matrix A could be replaced by other variations,
such as the Laplacian matrix [1], provided that the substituting
matrix is sparse and symmetric. For simplicity, we focus on the
adjacency matrix in the rest of the paper, but similar ideas can be
straight-forwardly generalized. We also reuse the notation of F (·)
such that when the function is applied to a number, the matrix
product in Eq. (1) is replaced by the product of numbers.
To preserve the high-order proximity in a low-dimensional vector space, the widely adopted method is matrix factorization, which
minimizes the following objective function:

where abs(x) = |x | stands for the absolute value function and siдn(·)
is the sign function, i.e. siдn(x) = 1 if x > 0, siдn(x) = 0 if x = 0 and
siдn(x) = −1 if x < 0.

min S − U∗ V∗T

U∗,V∗

2
F

,

(2)

where U∗ , V∗ ∈ RN ×d are content/context embedding vectors and
d is the dimensionality of the space. Without loss of generality, we
use U∗ as the content embedding vectors.
From Ercart-Young theorem, the global optimal solution to Eq.
(2) can be obtained by truncated SVD [10]. Specifically, denote
[U, Σ, V] as the top-d SVD results of S, where U, V ∈ RN ×d and
each column corresponds to one left/right singular vector, and
Σ ∈ Rd ×d is a diagonal matrix of singular values in descending
order. The embeddings can be obtained by multiplying Σ into U, V:
√
√
U∗ = U Σ, V∗ = V Σ.
(3)
However, directly calculating S and performing SVD will be both
time and space consuming. Besides, since different networks and
target applications usually require proximities of different orders,
how to shift across different orders is also challenging. In the next
section, we show a scalable solution to preserving arbitrary-order
proximities that supports shifts across orders based on the above
formulations.


U(:, i) = X(:, i)




Σ(i, i) = abs(Λ(i, i))
, and


 V(:, i) = X(:, i)siдn(Λ(i, i))



X(:, i) = U(:, i)
Λ(i, i) = Σ(i, i)siдn (U(:, i) · V(:, i))

(4)

,

(5)

The proof can be found in linear algebra textbooks such as [29].
Using the theorem, we can easily get the results of SVD from the
eigen-decomposition by Eq. (4) and vice versa by Eq. (5). Next, we
only need to focus on solving the eigen-decomposition of S.

4.2

Eigen-Decomposition Reweighting

To efficiently solve the eigen-decomposition of S, our key finding is
that by leveraging the form of arbitrary-order proximities defined
in Eq. (1), the eigen-decomposition results of different proximities
are highly correlated. Specifically, we have the following theorem:
Theorem 4.2 (Eigen-Decomposition Reweighting). If [λ, x]
is an eigen-pair of A, then [F (λ), x] is an eigen-pair of S = F (A).
Proof. According to the definition of an eigen-pair:
Ax = λx.

(6)

Then, we can easily get:
A2 x = Aλx = λAx = λ2 x.
(7)
 2 
By definition, λ , x is an eigen-pair of A2 . By using the definition
of S = F (A) and repeating the above process, we have:


Sx = F (A)x = w 1 λ + w 2 λ2 + ... + wq λq x = F (λ)x, (8)
which completes the proof.



The theorem shows that, without performing the eigen decomposition on S, we can get the eigen-decomposition results of S from the
eigen-decomposition results of A by replacing λ with F (λ). In fact,
the theorem reveals the intrinsic relationship between proximities
of different orders. If we regard each eigenvector as a “coordinate”
of the nodes in the network and each eigenvalue as a “weight” of
the coordinate, then, preserving proximities of different orders is
equivalent to reweighting the dimensions.

Another issue is that after the eigen-decomposition reweighting,
the order of the eigenvalues may change, i.e. the top-d eigendecomposition of S is not necessarily the reweighting of the top-d
eigen-decomposition of A.
To tackle that problem, we can prove that the top-d eigen decomposition of any S is guaranteed to be the reweighting of the
top-l eigen-decomposition of A, where l = L(A, d) is a function of
the network and d. Specifically, denote λ 1′ , λ 2′ , ..., λd′ as the top-d
eigenvalues of S = F (A) in descending order of the absolute value.
From Theorem 4.2, we have:
∃ pi s.t . λi′ = F (λpi ), ∀1 ≤ i ≤ d,

(9)

of λi′

i.e. pi is the order
before the high-order transformation F (·).
As a result, we only need the top pi , 1 ≤ i ≤ d eigen-decomposition
of A to get λ 1′ , ..., λd′ for S. We can prove the following theorem:
Theorem 4.3. If F (·) satisfies Definition 3.1, then:
1 ≤ pi ≤ l

∀1 ≤ i ≤ d,

(10)

Algorithm 1 AROPE: ARbitrary-Order Proximity preserved Embedding
Require: Adjacency Matrix A, Dimensionality d, Different HighOrder Proximity Functions F1 (·), ..., Fr (·)
Ensure: Embedding vectors Ui∗ , Vi∗ for Fi (·), 1 ≤ i ≤ r
1: Calculate the top-l eigen-decomposition [Λ, X] of A
2: for i in 1:r do
3:
Calculate the reweighted eigenvalues Λ ′ = Fi (Λ)
4:
Sort Λ ′ in descending order of the absolute value and select
the top-d
5:
Calculate the top-d SVD results using Eq. (4)
6:
Return Ui∗ , Vi∗ using Eq. (3)
7: end for

where pi and λi′ are defined in Eq. (9). It is easy to see that F (λpi )
grows monotonously with λpi . As a result, we have:
pi = c i , ∀1 ≤ i ≤ d,

where l satisfies that the top-l eigenvalues of A have d positive, i.e.
l′

l = L(A, d) = min l ′ s.t .

Õ


I λ j > 0 = d,

(11)

j=1

where |λ 1 | ≥ |λ 2 | ≥ ... ≥ |λl | are the top-l eigenvalues of A in
descending order of the absolute value and I(·) is 1 when the condition
is satisfied and 0 other wise.
Proof. We prove the theorem by showing that any eigenvalue
except the top-l cannot be larger in absolute value than the d positive eigenvalues after F (·). Assuming |λi | ≥ λ j and λi > 0, we
have:
q
|F (λi )| = w 1 λi + ... + wq λi = w 1 |λi | + ... + wq |λi |q
≥ w 1 λ j + ... + wq λ j

q

q

≥ w 1 λ j + ... + wq λ j = F (λ j ) .
(12)
The equation is resulted from the fact that all w i ≥ 0.
Using Eq. (11), we know that
∃ 1 ≤ c 1 < c 2 ... < cd = l
s.t . λc 1 ≥ λc 2 ≥ ... ≥ λcd > 0,

(13)

i.e. c i , 1 ≤ i ≤ d are indexes for the positive eigenvalues.
For ∀j > l, ∀1 ≤ i ≤ d, we have:
λc i ≥ λ j and λc i > 0.
From Eq. (12), F (λc i ) ≥ F (λ j ) , which leads to the theorem.

where c i are indexes for the positive eigenvalues of A defined in
Eq. (13). Since cd = l, this completes the proof.

The above theorems suggest that to get the top-d eigen decomposition of any F (·), we need to calculate the top-l eigendecomposition of A. Then, we can reweight and reorder dimensions,
and use the top-d after reweighting to derive the embedding vectors.
As for the relationship between d and l, for the simplest case of
random networks, i.e. the Erdos Renyi model, we have an expected
relation of l ≈ 2d for sufficiently large networks due to the Wigner
Semicircle Law [11]. For random networks with a power-law distribution, the same relation can be induced under mild conditions
[7]. For real networks, the relationship depends on the individual
network structure, but we verify that l ≤ 2d is satisfied for all the
networks which we experiment on.
An important observation is that since the top-l eigen decomposition of A is shared by arbitrary-order proximities, we can shift
between proximities of different orders with a low marginal cost
by pre-computing the eigen-decomposition.

4.3
(14)


We also show that Theorem 4.3 is tight in the following corollary.
Corollary 4.4. For any A, pd = l is achievable in Eq. (10), i.e. the
top-l eigen-decomposition of A is a tight requirement for calculating
the top-d eigen-decomposition of S.
Proof. Consider q = +∞ for F (·) and let the weights be exponentially decaying, i.e. w i = β i and β > 0 is a constant. To ensure
that the high-order proximity function converges, we assume that
β is smaller than the inverse of the spectral radius of A [29].
Then, for ∀ 1 ≤ i ≤ d, we have:
βλpi
λi′ = F (λpi ) = βλpi + β 2 λp2 i + ... =
,
(15)
1 − βλpi

(16)

The Framework and Complexity Analysis

We show our algorithm framework in Algorithm 1. Our proposed method, AROPE, can get the global optimal solutions to
arbitrary-order proximities by utilizing the eigen-decomposition
reweighting theorem. In addition, our method can deal with the
general case that proximities of different orders are arbitrarily weighted. A simplified version of our method is to assign equal weights
or exponentially decaying weights to different orders. One may also
concern about the numerical stabilities of our method, especially
when the eigenvalues are very similar. In practice, we find that out
method is quite stable, potentially due to the success of established
numerical methods in solving the eigen-decomposition problem.
From the algorithm,
 we can see that the time complexity of line
1 is O T (Nl 2 + Ml) by using iterative approaches [16], where N is
the number of nodes, M is the number of edges and T is the number
of iterations. The time complexity of each loop from line 3 to line 6 is
O (l + Nd). So the total complexity is O T (Nl 2 + Ml) + r (l + Nd) ,

which exhibits two merits. First, the complexity is linear with respect to the network size (M and N respectively), so our method is
scalable and can be applied to large-scale networks. Second, since
l ≥ d and usually T >> r , the first term dominates and it takes low
additional time to compute multiple arbitrary-order proximities, i.e.
our method supports shifts across orders with a low marginal cost.

4.4

Table 1: The Statistics of Datasets
Dataset
BlogCatalog
Flickr
Youtube
Wiki

# Nodes
10,312
80,513
1,138,499
1,791,486

# Edges
667,966
11,799,764
5,980,886
50,888,414

Average Degree
64.8
146.6
5.3
28.4

Special Cases of the Proposed Method

Next, we show that our method incorporates many commonly used
high-order proximities as special cases.
4.4.1 Common Neighbors and Propagation. A simple and widely
studied proximity measure in network analysis is the common
neighbors [18], i.e. the structure of neighbors of neighbors for
nodes is reflected. Our method can preserve the common neighbors
if we set the order as q = 2 and weights to be w 1 = 0, w 2 = 1, i.e.
S = F (A) = A2 .

(17)

To generalize the common neighbors, some propagation based
proximities are proposed, which consider higher-order structures
of the network. Our method incorporates a commonly used propagation based proximity in [14] by setting S as:
S = F (A) = w 2 A + w 3 A ,
2

3

4.4.2 Katz Proximity. Another commonly used proximity measure is the Katz proximity [15], which is an ensemble of proximities
of different orders with exponentially decaying weights. Our method can preserve the Katz proximity defined as:
∞
Õ

β i Ai ,

5 EXPERIMENTS
5.1 Experimental Setting
To comprehensively evaluate our proposed method, we conduct
extensive experiments on the following four real networks:

(18)

where w 2 , w 3 are weights of the propagation.

S = F (A) =

The theorem shows that the first dimension of our embedding
vectors contains all the information of the eigenvector centrality
regardless of what high-order proximity is used. In other words, we
can use our embedding vectors to measure the importance of nodes.
Interestingly, this is connected to the structural identity of nodes,
which is a recently emerging topic in network embedding [27].
Although we do not show such aim in designing our method, the
eigenvector centrality turns out to be a special case of our method.

• BlogCatalog2 , Flickr2 , Youtube2 [31]: they are online social
networks where nodes represent users and edges represent
relationships between users, so the networks are undirected.
• Wiki3 [40]: this is a network of Wikipedia hyperlinks. Each
node represents a page and each edge represents a hyperlink
between two pages. We treat the edges as undirected since we
only consider undirected networks in this paper.

(19)

All statistics of the datasets are summarized in Table 1. We compare
our method with the following state-of-the-art methods:

where β is a constant that controls how fast the weights decay. To
ensure that the proximity converges, β must be smaller than the
inverse of the spectral radius of A [29].

• DeepWalk [23]4 uses truncated random walks and the skipgram model to learn embedding vectors. We use two settings of
parameters: one suggested by the paper and one recommended
in the implementation of the authors, and report the best results.
• LINE [30]5 explicitly preserves the first two order proximities,
denoted as LINE1st and LINE2nd respectively. For brevity, we
exclude the results of concatenating them because they show
no obvious improvement. We use the default settings for all
parameters except the total number of training samples, which
we conduct a line search for the optimal value.
• Node2vec [13]6 generalizes DeepWalk by adopting potentially
biased random walks. We vary the bias parameters p, q from
{0.5, 1, 2} and use the default settings for other parameters.
• SDNE [34]7 adopts a deep auto-encoder to preserve the first two
order proximities. We use the default neural network structure
and parameters in the implementation of the authors.
• NEU [38]8 proposes enhancing other network embedding vectors by approximating a higher-order proximity. We use the

i=1

4.4.3 Eigenvector Centrality. Another special case of our method
is to set the dimensionality as d = 1, i.e. we only analyze the effect
of the first dimension. We find that the first dimension is actually
highly related to the eigenvector centrality [2], a widely applied
approach to measure the importance of nodes in the network. We
specify this case in the following theorem.
Theorem 4.5. For any F (·), the first dimension of embedding
vectors of AROPE is proportional to the eigenvector centrality of nodes,
i.e. U∗ (:, 1) ∝ ec, where ec is a vector of the eigenvector centrality.
Proof. By definition, the eigenvector centrality is the eigenvector of the adjacency matrix corresponding to the largest eigenvalue,
i.e. ec = X(:, 1). Then, we only need to prove that this eigenvector
is proportional to the first dimension of our embedding vectors.
Using Theorem 4.2 and Eqs. (3)(4), we have:
q
q
U∗ (:, 1) = U(:, 1) λ 1′ = X(:, p1 ) F (λp1 ) .
(20)
From [26], we know that λ 1 ≥ dave > 0, where dave is the
average degree of the network. Then, from Theorem 4.3, we have
p1 = 1, which leads to the result.


2 http://socialcomputing.asu.edu/datasets
3 http://snap.stanford.edu/data/wiki-topcats.html
4 https://github.com/phanein/deepwalk
5 https://github.com/tangjianpku/LINE
6 https://github.com/aditya-grover/node2vec
7 https://github.com/suanrong/SDNE
8 https://github.com/thunlp/NEU

We exclude some other network embedding methods, such as GraRep [3] and M-NMF [35], for their scalability issues, and exclude
HOPE [21] for being a special case of our method (see Section 2). We
also exclude the results of Node2vec and SDNE on Wiki because the
former runs out of memory even with the 384GB memory provided,
and the latter fails to terminate in one week.
For our method, we present two variations:
• AROPE: we vary the order q from {1, 2, 3, 4} with a grid search
for the weights. Note that we can efficiently adjust these hyperparameters by shifting across different orders and weights.
• AROPE-F: we also vary the order q from {1, 2, 3, 4}, but fix the
weights as w i = 0.1i , i.e. a simplified version where we greatly
shrink the searching space for hyper-parameters and reduce
the effect of weights on different orders.
All hyper-parameters of our method and the baselines are tuned
using a small validation set, which we set as 10% in our experiments.
For all the methods, we uniformly set the dimensionality as d = 128
unless stated otherwise.
All our experiments are conducted in a single PC with 2 I7 processors and 48GB memory, except for Node2vec, which we run in a
server with 384GB memory because of its intensive memory usage.

5.2

Preserving the High-Order Proximity

Since our objective function is to preserve high-order proximities,
we first test the effectiveness and efficiency of our method in this
task. As other network embedding methods do not explicitly minimize the objective function in Eq. (2), we compare our method
with the following two baselines:
• SVD. We directly calculate the high-order proximities and perform SVD. It has the optimal accuracy but is not scalable.
• SPE [28] is a scalable approximation to preserve the high-order
proximities by calculating partial SVD on a submatrix of randomly chosen landmark nodes. We use a landmark size of 1600
as suggested by the paper.
For the high-order proximities, we vary the order q from 2 to 6 and
set the weights to be w i = 0.1i , i.e. the same as AROPE-F. Note that
this is simply an illustrating showcase for the task and we support
other orders and weights as well. To compare different methods,
we report the ratio of the objective function value in Eq. (2) to the
theoretical lower bound calculated by SVD, and the running time
of each method. We only use BlogCatalog in this task because SVD
is very time consuming. The average results of 5 runs are reported.
The results in Figure 1 show that AROPE gets the global optimal
solutions to all proximities as SVD. In comparison, SPE has much
worse performance and the error grows larger as the order becomes higher. From the efficiency perspective, AROPE reports the
minimum running time and the improvement is especially significant when the order becomes high, as AROPE reduces the running
time by orders of magnitude and the increase in running time of
AROPE is barely noticeable. These results demonstrate that AROPE
can achieve accuracy and efficiency simultaneously in preserving
arbitrary-order proximities.
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results of DeepWalk as their base embeddings and use other
parameters suggested by the paper.
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Figure 1: Results of preserving the high-order proximities
on BlogCatalog. AROPE gets the global optimal solutions as
SVD while being much more efficient.

5.3

Network Reconstruction

One primal objective for network embedding is to reconstruct the
network [34]. Specifically, we train embedding vectors and rank
pairs of nodes according to their similarities, i.e. the inner product
of two embedding vectors. The highest ranking pairs of nodes are
used to reconstruct the network. For the evaluation metric, we use
precision defined as:
P r ecision@Np =

Np
1 Õ
δi ,
Np i =1

(21)

where δi = 1 means the i th reconstructed pair is correct (i.e. the
edge exists in the network), δi = 0 otherwise and Np is the number
of evaluated pairs. For Youtube and Wiki, the number of possible
N (N −1)
pairs of nodes
is too large to evaluate, so we sample 1% for
2
evaluation, as in [21].
Figure 2 shows that our proposed methods, AROPE and AROPEF, consistently outperform the baselines when the number of reconstruction pairs varies from one hundred to one million. On all
networks, for the top ten thousand evaluated pairs, AROPE achieves
more than 90% precision. AROPE slightly outperforms AROPE-F
because of the flexibility in adjusting the weights, but AROPE-F still
greatly outperforms the baselines. The improvement over the baselines is more substantial on Youtube and Wiki because reconstruction
usually becomes more challenging when the network grows larger
and the number of possible pairs grows quadratically. Node2vec, as
a generalization of DeepWalk, surprisingly has even worse performance. SDNE performs well on BlogCatalog, the smallest network,
but has unsatisfactory results on the large-scale network Youtube.
All methods converge to roughly the same point when the number
of reconstruction pairs grows sufficiently large since nearly all of
the true edges in the evaluated pairs are correctly recovered.
The above results show that our method can better preserve the
network structure by using the SVD framework and preserving
arbitrary-order proximities, which lays the foundation for applying
our method to other applications of network embedding.

5.4

Link Prediction

Link prediction, aiming to predict which pairs of nodes are likely
to form edges, is a typical application of network embedding. In
our experiments, we randomly hide 30% of the edges for testing
and train embedding vectors on the rest of the network. Then, we
rank pairs of nodes in a similar way as network reconstruction
and evaluate the highest ranking pairs on the testing network. We
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Figure 2: Network reconstruction results. The experimental results show that our proposed method has much higher precision,
suggesting that we can reconstruct the given network significantly better. The optimal order of AROPE and AROPE-F for
network reconstruction on these networks is 1, 2, 1, 2 (left to right) respectively.
also adopt precision defined in Eq. (21) as the measurement. The
average results of 5 runs are reported in Figure 3.
The results show that our proposed method outperforms the
baselines significantly and consistently. Similarly to the results of
network reconstruction, the improvement is more substantial on
Youtube and Wiki as we achieve more than 100% improvements
for the top one thousand predictions. The precision scores for all
the methods are lower on Youtube than other networks because
Youtube is much sparser and prediction is more challenging. But
we still achieve significantly better results in that case. The results
demonstrate that by better preserving arbitrary-order proximities,
we can greatly improve the link prediction performance, verifying
the generalization ability of our embedding vectors.
We also conduct experiments of node recommendation, which
shows similar patterns as link prediction. We exclude the results
here due to the space limit.

5.5

Node Structural Role Classification

Recently, how to preserve the structural role of nodes in network
embedding attracts some research attention [27], which has important applications such as measuring node centrality or influence
maximization [6]. Since we show that the eigenvector centrality is
a special case of our method in Section 4.4.3, our method implicitly
preserves the structural role of nodes.
To validate that, we conduct experiments on two air-traffic networks9 from Brazilian and European as in [27]. The networks constitute 131 nodes and 2006 edges, and 399 nodes and 11986 edges
respectively, where nodes indicate airports and edges correspond
to commercial airlines. The nodes are assigned a ground-truth label ranging from 1 to 4 to indicate the level of activities of the
corresponding airports.
We randomly split the nodes into a training set and a testing set.
Then, we train a one-vs-all logistic regression with L2 regularization
[12] using the content embedding vectors on the training set, and
test on the testing set. We use accuracy, i.e. the percentage of nodes
whose labels are correctly classified, to evaluate the performance
since the label size is balanced. The benchmark accuracy of random
guessing is also added. For all embedding methods, we set the

9 https://github.com/leoribeiro/struc2vec

dimensionality as d = 16 due to the limited size of the network.
The average results of repeating the process 20 times are reported.
From Figure 4, we can see that our method consistently outperforms the baselines on both networks. The results demonstrate
that our method indeed captures the structural role of nodes by
using the SVD framework, which is an additional benefit besides
preserving the arbitrary-order proximities. Other network embedding methods for preserving the proximities, to the contrary, are
less competent in this task. Here we exclude the results of comparing with other structural-based methods because they cannot be
applied to proximity-based tasks (such as link prediction).

5.6

Parameter Analysis

5.6.1 The Order of the Proximity. In AROPE, one important
parameter is the order of the proximity q. Here, we analyze the
effect of q. Specifically, we vary q from {1, 2, 3, 4, +∞} with a grid
search for the best weights for each order. For brevity, we only
report three typical results: network reconstruction on Flickr, link
prediction on BlogCatalog and node structural role classification
on Brazilian Flight in Figure 5.
The results show that the high-order proximities (q > 1) outperform the pairwise proximity (q = 1) in most cases, demonstrating
the effectiveness of the high-order proximities in network embedding. However, the optimal q varies greatly on different networks
and target applications. For example, q = 3 has the best results on
BlogCatalog for link prediction, and q = 4 shows a promising accuracy on Brazilian Flight for node classification. For network reconstruction on Flickr, different measurements require different orders.
These results demonstrate that proximities of different orders are
critical to real applications and it is usually hard to predetermine
the order. For our method, since it provides the flexibility of shifts
across arbitrary orders with a low marginal cost, we can efficiently
adjust the order by using a small validation set.
5.6.2 The Number of High-order Proximities. In Section 4.3, we
proved that our method can calculate embedding vectors for multiple arbitrary-order proximities with a low additional cost to support
shifts across orders. Now we verify this point by experiments. Specifically, we record the running time of our method when the number
of proximities increases, i.e. shifts across orders.
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Figure 3: Link prediction results. The results show that our proposed method has significantly higher precision in link prediction, showing the superior performance of our method in network inference tasks. The optimal order of AROPE and
AROPE-F for link prediction on these networks is 3, 4, 2, 3 (left to right) respectively.
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proximities. The results show that the running time increases very slightly with respect to the number of proximities.
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Figure 5: Analyzing the task performance as a function of
the order of the proximity q. The results show that the highorder proximities (q > 1) usually outperforms the pairwise
proximity (q = 1). However, the optimal q varies greatly on
different networks and applications, suggesting the importance of shifts across different orders.

The results in Figure 6 show that the running time increases
very slightly when the number of proximities increases, suggesting
that we can get embedding vectors for multiple arbitrary-order
proximities with a low marginal cost. In this way, we can easily
shift across different orders and weights instead of starting from
scratch each time as the baselines.
5.6.3 Scalability Analysis. Here we conduct experiments to verify the scalability of our method. We apply our method to synthetic
networks of different sizes generated by random graphs, i.e. the
Erdos Renyi model [11], and record the running time. The results

Figure 7: The scalability analysis of AROPE on synthetic networks. The results show that our method has a linear time
complexity with respect to the number of nodes and number
of edges respectively. In addition, our method is extremely
efficient, which can be applied to real large-scale networks.

of fixing the number of nodes (as one hundred thousand) or fixing
the number of edges (as ten million) while varying the other are
plotted in Figure 7 respectively.
The figures show that the running time grows linearly with the
number of nodes and the number of edges respectively, verifying
the scalability of our method. It is worth noting that even for the
largest network with one million nodes and ten million edges,
AROPE spends less than two hours in a single PC, i.e. our method is
extremely efficient and can be applied to real large-scale networks.

6

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we study the problem of preserving arbitrary-order
proximities in network embedding. By proving and utilizing the

eigen-decomposition reweighting theorem, we extract the intrinsic
relationship between proximities of different orders and propose
AROPE, a scalable solution to derive the embedding vectors. Theoretical analysis shows that i) our method supports shifts across
arbitrary orders with a low marginal cost, ii) given a certain order,
our method can get the global optimal solutions, and iii) the overall
time complexity of our method is linear with respect to the network
size. Extensive experimental results demonstrate the efficacy of our
method in several applications of network embedding. One future
direction is to generalize this framework to directed networks and
incorporate side information such node contents and node labels.
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